Ben-Gurion University of the Negev hereby resolves to honor

Prof. Amos Richmond

and bestows upon him

The Ben-Gurion Negev Award

In profound appreciation for a founder of Ben-Gurion University of the Negev and the Institute for Desert Research at Sede Boqer, which developed into the Jacob Blaustein Institutes for Desert Research; in recognition of an esteemed and honored academic who headed the fledgling Faculty of Natural Sciences and then directed the Institute for Desert Research for many years, leading it to remarkable achievements and leaving his indelible mark; with gratitude for his dedicated service to the University in various capacities on countless committees from its foundation; in honor of an outstanding scientist who established the Algal Biotechnology Research Laboratory, devoted his energies and time to educating future generations of scientists and researchers, and authored important scientific works; and with esteem for the faith, vision and perseverance with which he made significant contributions to the development of the Negev and the advancement of science and higher education in Israel.